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Foreword by Caroline Gourlay

Ken Jones is one of the few writers of haiku and haibun whose 
work really makes me want to keep turning the pages. The 
Parsley Bed is a hugely entertaining read, combining poignancy 
and humour to leave a pleasantly lingering, bitter-sweet 
impression in the mind –-

                               Alone with Dad
                           in his collarless shirt
                                the gilt stud

   Though writing of the sadnesses in life, by successfully 
merging the sublime and the ridiculous he manages to avoid 
sentimentality and also to ward off any danger of pretension. 
Particularly in the haibun he demonstrates an ability to bring the 
past into the present, often by the intuitive and imaginative 
matching of haiku to prose.

   Like all poetry, for haiku and haibun to be memorable, a 'voice' 
must emerge; Ken Jones' wry take on life is his hallmark. He 
dares to reveal much of himself in his writing and thus elicits 
from the reader a similarly human response.
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Introduction

This is all there is
the path dies out
at the parsley bed

This poem was written by the great eighteenth century haiku 
master Yosa Buson. What is the “parsley bed” where the path 
dies out ? In this volume of  haiku and haiku prose I invite you to 
share my exploration of the parsley bed. And I have tried to 
make the writing sufficiently spacious for your own response.

   In the West haiku now signify almost any three line poem, 
witty verse, or pithy aphorism. However, the poems in this book 
attempt to exploit the full potential of this Japanese cultural 
tradition. They rely on concrete imagery – simple, clear and 
direct – to show what they have to say, rather than spelling it 
out.  In place of explanation and abstraction there is allusion and 
understatement, paradox and ambiguity, irony and dark humour. 
For readers who just take the writing as it comes there may be 
momentary shifts from their customary experience of reality.  A 
haiku is such a little thing – barely the length of a breath. Yet, at
its most effective, it is a tiny coiled spring that can release 
subtle and fleeting insights into how life is, a heartfelt 
acceptance of the suchness of things, a whiff of existential 
liberation.

   The above features are amplified and extended in the prose 
writings which make up the bulk of this book. These are haibun, a
relation of the haiku still little known in the West. Here the 
haiku are blended with prose to create a unique literary synergy. 
The great classic haibun is that by the seventeenth century 
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haiku master, Matsuo Bashō, commonly translated as The Narrow
Road to the Deep North  However the haibun died out in its 
native Japan over a hundred years ago. It is now being developed 
in the West, in a variety of styles, as a promising new literary 
genre. So far, however, it is rarely seen outside the specialist 
haiku literature, which is surprising, given its accessibility, range 
and flexibility.

   My own haibun are haiku prose poems in which I endeavour to 
follow Bashō’s advice to “write in the style of haiku”. Some of the
haibun in this volume are clearly fictional, but all are “truthlike” 
in that they are ultimately grounded in my own experience. In 
many “reality” readily becomes reverie and myth. Things are 
never quite what they seem.  Indeed, the writing of haiku and 
haibun has been for me an integral part of half a lifetime’s 
practice of Zen Buddhism.

   This book is best approached in a light, playful, contemplative 
way, to bring out the various flavours. This particularly applies to
the collections of individual haiku which are the literary 
equivalent of a box of Belgian chocolates. I wish you enjoyment 
of the Parsley Bed.
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Clinker

First light
the riddling of clinker

in an iron grate

There is nothing so dead, so ugly, so misshapen as clinker. Dad 
would shovel it into the battered zinc bucket and I’d lug the 
stuff into the yard. Out there, the acrid smell of coal fires on 
the damp air. “Swan Vestas – The Smoker’s Match” and the fire 
lit. I’d make it roar into life by holding up a newspaper against 
the fireplace surround, daring it to catch light.

Liverpool Echo
headlines

that never return

The fire blazing in its grate would bring the shadowy kitchen to 
life, all Brasso and black-leading.  The rest of the house cold and 
silent. Only rarely was the fire lit in the front parlour.  The 
kitchen tall and narrow, I was so little. In the space above our 
lace curtains the shining slates of the terrace opposite. And at 
the top of the window four smoking stacks against the gun metal 
sky of a northern city.

When the kettle sang Dad would go upstairs with mother’s tea. 
She always gave him a hard time. I suppose this was the only way 
she could get through her life.

Next the porringer would come to life. Quick Quaker Oats. The 
lumpy surface would pucker and pop its puffs of steam through 
little craters.  I’d give it a swirl with the big wooden spoon. 
Thicker and smoother now.
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Dad and I ate it together on the green oil cloth of the kitchen 
table. Sips of strong, sweet industrial tea. This was my time with 
him. A quiet, inward man, but always kindly. Wounded in the 
Great War, which had killed all his brothers. I badly wanted him 
to be my very special friend and tell me all about Life. But I 
didn’t know what to ask him. And he didn’t want to say. I pressed 
him hard on the Great War, but never got back more than a few 
tantalizing fragments. “No, don’t call them ‘the bad men’, son. 
They were just the enemy.”

Then he would kiss mother and leave for the Office – which 
remained for me no less mysterious than the Great War.

Alone with Dad
in his collarless shirt

the gilt stud 
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The Raffia Closet

Houses, roads, avenues are as fleeting, alas, as the years
-- Proust In Search of Past Time

In broken bricks
and  names of streets

a childhood

Names cast in iron and bolted onto walls. Blocked neatly on the 
1927 map. This tumble of remembered names. But the black 
cinder track in the walled garden is still there, among the 
rubbish. Miss Grundy’s Preparatory School, now a wreck of 
peeling stucco . But where is the raffia closet, where I used to 
hide in that dangling forest of bright colours ?

Surely no. 6C was a substantial pebble-dashed semi, and not this 
mean place ?  

Childhood home
shrunk by time
 a dolls’ house

Is that really the bay window in which the Big Table stood ? Big 
enough for a seven year old to conduct a furtive love affair 
beneath its skirts. She was the five year old daughter of the 
caretaker of the synagogue across the road, and very willing. 

His Mickey Mouse watch
in its leather fob.  Golden hair

and a bright future
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It was at that table, much too big for the present house, that I 
was forced endlessly to copy The Song of Hiawatha. in 
copperplate.  I can still smell the thick ink on my fingers and see 
the owl on the nib of the Waverley pen.

By the shores of  Gitchee  Gumee
ink and tear stains
blotch the blotter

Older, and leaning against the heavy repro sideboard, I listen to 
the wireless. “Early this morning  German forces crossed the 
Polish frontier.” I trace WAR in the film of dust. 

Abandoned swing
swaying gently
in the still air

At the corner, the bank is now a bookie’s; there are sun beds in 
my sweetshop; and torn chintz curtains blow through the broken 
windows of my father’s local, the Lord Falkland. Good Beer & a 
Warm Welcome.  The church still stands, where I remember 
having to colour a map of Palestine in Sunday School, and 
wondering why.

 And  the family ?  My mother excised most of them from my 
childhood record. “Not our class”. The rest were erased by early 
death.  My would-have-been-uncles all died together on the same 
day --Kitchener’s Pals  on the Somme.   My father escaped with a
bullet through the wrist, but fell to a speeding motor cycle forty
years later.  My sister did indeed marry into gentry, but died 
soon after.  Mother outlived two more husbands, and only her 
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guilty son was left to follow her coffin on that drab December 
day ten years later

Bricks and mortar, flesh and blood, all are gone. My childhood 
floats free, no more than a disturbing idea, hanging thick with 
feeling in the raffia closet.  An official identikit of papers, forms
and photos still remains. A lonely dream, liable for tax.

I shrug, and join the shabby bus queue. “Not our class”.  Coffin 
maker and french polisher, my great-grandfather Joseph fled 
here from the poverty of his native Amlwch and disappeared into
a slum street whose name has vanished .

Clutching our plastic bags
at windy bus stops
we wait and joke
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Coming Clean

Thrillers and Romance
two worn hollows

in the sandstone floor

In my shabby Junior Library Assistant suit I go sniff, sniff, 
sniffing along the shelves.  A quick sniff between the worn 
covers and the novel is either replaced or chucked onto the 
withdrawals trolley. The art of olfactory stock management in an 
East End public library. The sweet stale smell of unwashed 
poverty that hangs everywhere here.

For the privileged few, a sixpenny bit gets a copper geyser 
hissing and roaring in some linoleum cold bathroom. But for most 
of us, Friday night at the municipal bath house is almost as big a 
treat as Saturday night in the back row of the Roxy or propping 
up the bar of “The Waterman”.

It is a building in “the mixed municipal style”, with a bit of 
twisted candy Jacobean here and some crow stepping there. Built
in 1893 when cleanliness was next to godliness.

Pouring stone water
the goddess Hygiea

displays a sooty breast

But, see, godliness has been replaced, floating up there above 
the pediment. It’s not just the People’s Flag that flies Deepest 
Red above our town hall  (we do, after all, have a Communist 
M.P.). No, this one has a hammer and sickle in woven gold. For the
Chairman of the Baths & Wash Houses Committee is a Party 
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member. And  Jimmy Roberts, the Foreman, fought in the Harry 
Pollitt Battalion at the battle of the Ebro, a local hero with the 
scar left by a fascist bullet to prove it.

 Embossed carbolic soap
‘For the Public Service’

its sharp cut corners

A penny for the soap and tuppence for an unbelievably white 
towel.  One of the brawny Comrades leads the way down a 
corridor of scrubbed unpainted wooden cubicles. In each sits a 
huge Victorian bath. Its gleaming taps are operated from 
outside, by Authorised Persons Only. My bath is drawn, and at 
the door the Comrade pauses to give  a brisk tattoo with his long 
handled scrubbing brush.  This gives the comrade cockroaches 
time to make themselves scarce. 

And, of course, we sing – who could resist it ? Mainly from The 
Workers’ Song Book, for we are a very class conscious lot.

‘I’m the man, the man, the very fat man, that waters the 
workers’ beer!’ 

As a member of the revolutionary intelligentsia I chip in from 
time to time with stuff like Bandiera Rosa la Trionfera.

There’s always a pause, however, after each song:

‘A drop of hot in no.5, please !.’

‘Mind your feet, no. 5!’

Whoosh !
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And so it was –

‘Come dungeons deep or gallows grim
                        This song shall be our parting hymn.’

The Daily Worker
wrapping fish-and-chips

the vinegar seeps through
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Far West

Poems of youth
how he saddens me

this familiar stranger

The letters from my first wife seem to arrive at my bed-sit on 
even dates; those from my first mistress on odd ones. Ruled 
feint and Basildon Bond. I find their wildly different hands 
disturbing.

Exeunt.  To this far western campus by the Celtic sea I’ve fled 
them both. To complete my thesis, of course. “The viability of 
public library services provided by local authorities of under 
20,000 population”. 

Above its puny roots
the stately thistle
all prickly purple

The department is riddled with fashionable sixties 
existentialism. Lank hair falls over black polo-necked sweaters.  
Gerald, our far travelled Principal Lecherer, is cutting  bits out 
of the world  map in the common room. Broken heart countries, 
snipped out onto the floor. He can’t bear to be reminded of them.
“Man is a Futile Passion”, he growls –- he who was served three 
successive Christmas dinners by three different lovers in the 
course of a day.

Windy clothes-line
his shirt sleeve caught

 in an existential gesture
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Our favourite late night drinking den is the Penguin. Yellow 
distempered walls, plastic chairs, and tired art deco mirrors. 
This unmemorable place has a loyal clientele of washed up  
bachelors, husbands on the run, and stateless persons. Being and 
Nothingness.   

Every night
that second of terror

00-00

We raise our glasses and drink to La grandeur de folie.  Gerald 
quotes Blake: “The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom”.
He could also have quoted the Wise Irishman: “If I wanted to 
get to there I wouldn’t start from here.”
 
A long way round.  But I for one have faith.  A new day and a 
short cut to work across wintry fields.

In their still reflections 
flooded fence posts
twice their height.

“Being and Nothingness” (“L’Etre et le néant”)   1943  – one of 
Jean-Paul Sartre’s bestsellers.
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Rusty Iron

A skyline slot in the shoulder of the mountain.  Foaming burns, 
boot-sucking bog, and the gleaming boiler plates of mica-schist.

Each footfall
sinking in the hoof print

of a deer

Finally I make it over into a closed-off upland.  Just below is a 
long loch, an exclamation mark full stopped by a shining lochan at 
the far end.  Late lunch on a buttock-shaped boulder.

Soda bread and honey
the mountain sits
apart, indifferent

Other mountains have wished me a happy birthday, but not this 
one, on my seventy-fifth.  There is usually at least a marker 
stone placed on the occasional boulder; faint signs of a path along
the ridge; a boot print here and there.  But on this one, nothing. 
As if no one had ever been here before me.

The firm grip
of the world’s oldest rock

on a pair of old boots

On the summit the red wink of my time-lapsed Olympus. And 
then the mist and rain sweep in.  I had marked my escape route 
on the map.
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First rain drop
black arrows

blotched and running

The way lies down a long spur of broken rockfalls. Falling steeply 
to left and right the glens are loud with rushing water.  
Suddenly, quite close below, a hind appears, bounds this way and 
that, and disappears over the edge.

The nervous flick
of the compass

before it settles

Feeling nothing but the ground beneath my feet. Thinking of 
nothing but what’s next.

Lower down, and the mist thins. Ahead are the remains of an 
Edwardian deer fence.

On three legs
a rusty iron upright

standing firm
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Yellow Petals

Simply trust:
Do not the petals flutter down

just like this ?
                                                                               --Issa
                                                                     
PSA readings:  1.6… 2.4…  5.4…  5.8…  7.1… The mathematical 
ascent to death. Now slower, now faster, but always sure.

Fear
a rising curve

through small blue squares

The ascending star of my would-be executioner – Basil, Basileus, 
imperial tumour of the prostate.  A Good Death ? “A 
spectacularly awful way to die”, said one urologist – even when 
eased by the constipated nightmares of palliative morphine. Or 
perhaps a graceful exit by EasyJet to Zurich for a teatime 
appointment with Dr Death ?  Yet still a nightmare not yet 
metastised into reality.

The scabby walls of the cancer waiting room once displayed an 
exploded diagram of “The Genito-Urinary System”, a tube map 
with the different parts brightly coloured, numbered and named 
– all ours. “It used to make me feel funny,” says the bloke next to
me, anxiously fingering his South Wales Echo.  Then one day a 
big, black biro’d tumour appeared, with a smiley face, clutching 
the pink prostate. Now there’s only art therapy on the walls. No 
Last Judgements by phlegmatic Flemings. Only  Patience Strong 
stuff to match the brisk optimism of the doctors. “And how are 
we today, Mr… er…?”
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Many of the patients here are ex-miners. Small, quiet, stoical 
men. No one makes a fuss. Resistance is futile.  The late 
afternoon sun has sneaked round the corner of the hospice 
across the road. It floods in on us, a crowd of waiting men.

The incense – ash
the candle – melted grease
yellow petals everywhere

Failed surgery or radiotherapy ?  Back on the conveyor belt as a 
“salvage” patient. Slow chemical castration then remains the only 
orthodox “treatment”.  Hardy souls opt out for a shorter life but
a merrier one – if still up to it. The testosterone that feeds the 
cancer powers the passion.

Together
the wild laughter
of abandonment

Kobayashi Issa (1762-1826) was one of the great classic 
Japanese haiku masters.
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End Game

Neat rows of slate
the upright dead
some lie this way

and some that

“You can arrange the chairs anyway you want”, says Mr Charon, 
the crematorium manager. What really animates him are coffins, 
and particularly the requirements of the Federation of British 
Cremation Authorities. He worries about the hazards of 
exploding pacemakers and noxious coffin varnishes.

Later I check my own homemade coffin.  It hangs in the rafters 
of our barn looking down at me like in those near-death 
experiences. Just a dusty plywood box.  

My easy chair
always behind me
reclining empty

Too busy with the paperwork.  Order of service, funeral oration, 
the lot… 

Study door ajar
a stranger’s

crowded, silent books

Up on Plynlimon mountain  beside my hermit cave there’s a 
smooth face of Cambrian slate. 

Lingering
in the warmth of stone

a grey butterfly
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I get to work with lump hammer and chisel.  By the time I’ve 
done my name and got to the dates my memorial is beginning to 
look quite professional.

1930 – 20..

Should I chisel another zero to save my executor the trouble ?

I make my way home along the old familiar sheep paths over the 
mountain, guiding me through a misty haze.

Evening sky
the ghost

of the departing sun
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The Leopold Canal

Poplars in mist
beneath our tyres

the crisp dead leaves

The two lines of trees stretch to infinity. And also their 
reflection.  Together we cycle through our dream.  Behind, the 
past vanishes in a distant haze. Ahead, the future likewise 
disappears.  “Ghent: 48 km.” 

It is for this that we came here.  Art nouveau tramcar no. 94, 
clang-clanging  over the Brussels cobbles. Then on to Bruges, a 
gliding art deco carriage of pastel blue.   And now the finale, 
astride our symbolist cycles … our sturdy Belgian bikes.

She pedals silently ahead.  A tandem’s “not our style”, she told 
the man.  The little café with the raffia chairs is still there, 
huddled by the bridge. Bière blonde. Bière brune.  Nothing 
remains but to raise our glasses, waiting for the drifting swans 
to sing.

Leaning together
the silver cycles
the white swans
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Life and Times Haiku

The open book
the empty glass

this still life

In bulldog clips
a lifetime

of bank statements

Strolling for miles
arm in my pocket

hoping she’ll take it
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Between blue sky, blue sea
black feelings

wedged

Not on speaking terms
how loud

the floor boards creak

Rolling home
with my stumpy shadow

under half a moon
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Her train pulls out
I turn my head
to meet myself

                                                                     

Since she left
the whole clothes line

to myself

                      

Crack in the curtain
  another day

has come to get me
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Medical reprieve
wandering the streets

empty handed

                        

Ageing address book
the living squeezed
between the dead

Ten Mile Beach
the falling tide; the drying sand

my distant wife
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Married thirty years
and still can’t slice a grapefruit

into equal halves

Bad day ahead
I spread honey

to the far corners of my toast

My stone circle
a skinny robin

comes hopping round
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In the dawn light
at the foot of the bed

her worn shoe

We laugh and kiss
picking strange pebbles

by a roaring sea

Winter light
inside our bedroom window
the spider’s web abandoned
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2  People and Places
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Per Ardua ad Astra

Old men reminisce
in cold sunshine

the leaping clothes lines

“You there ! Come in – your time is up !”  From the park, cries and 
splashes as the children churn their pedal boats around the pool.

Uncle Jack is staring grimly across the pocket handkerchief 
gardens. His 1950s Qualcast mower shaves the grass in a 
herring-bone pattern like fine tweed. Creosoted against the 
elements, the tiny tool shed mounts guard at the far end.

Standing to attention
spade, fork and hoe
ready, aye, ready !

Jack is a heavy, florid man, with bulging eyes.  Unseen in the 
mirror, and  Brylcream free,  a cockatoo tuft of hair always 
sticks out at the back. I never tell him. He’s all dressed up as 
usual.  Reflections in his shoes, knife edged flannels, and the blue
blazer with the brass buttons.  The Royal Air Force wings are 
picked out in gold thread on the breast pocket, from which just 
enough white handkerchief is allowed to peep out.

One of Bomber Harris’s tail gunners and a flight sergeant, Uncle 
Jack had a good war.  A bit of a lad, too.

Rapt audience
telling his tales

he becomes himself
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Everyone but Jack turns out to be outrageously incompetent, and
gets trounced accordingly.

A retired mechanical engineer, Jack makes exquisite little  
gadgets, all in blue gun metal.  Everything screws or clicks into 
everything else, just so. While he’s making tea, I relish my 
ignorance leafing through the squat handbooks. Henly’s Formulas,
Processes and Trade Secrets (like how to make blackboard 
chalk). Kemp’s  Engineer’s Year Book – a two volume boxed set 
with a whole chapter on “Grinding & Abrasive Processes”. And my 
favourite – Molesworth’s Handbook of Formulae and Data, gone 
through thirty-four editions since 1862, with a “Table of 
Involute Spine Fillet Radius”. Whereas the wiring diagram of a 
Stealth Bomber would leave me cold, this alien stuff fascinates 
me.  All those generations of steady, reliable  men, so precise and
calculative.

Tables of Constants
a thousand pages

of bible paper

Men like Jack (“Ah, yes, the ladies !”, as he would say) are 
fulfilled by the challenge of difficult but soluble problems which 
merely frustrate people like me. For our part we can’t keep our  
hands off the insoluble riddles of existence. Two ways of being in
the world.

Mighty oak –
weighing up the labour

to reduce it to firewood

I’m old enough myself to share a bout of nostalgia when Jack 
returns with the tray. Yes, I lied about my age to join the Home 
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Guard. The Ross rifle, Canadian wasn’t it ?  But soon the bile, 
rising beneath the blazer – “Young people nowadays…”  

Saddened, I do want to reach out to Jack and touch him.  But it’s
no good.

Across the moor
 rain filled ruts
 going nowhere

And yet I love him for his little rituals. Snapping shut his 
spectacle case, he settles the horn rimmed glasses that make 
him look quite benign. The maroon fountain pen is carefully 
unscrewed (Quink Permanent Black), and a  very white sheet of 
paper is selected.  With quick deft strokes the diagrams appear 
from nowhere – “This is how it works…”

Once more the garden gate swings shut behind me with that 
decisive click.

Topping the embankment
sunset silhouettes

the dog on a straight leash

Per Ardua ad Astra   “Through Struggle to the Stars” – the 
motto of the Royal Air Force.
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Bright ‘n’ Breezy

The rich blue of sea and  sky. White sails and fluffy clouds. And 
the jagged grey reefs that fill the bay.

Fishing harbour of Longuivy de la Mer,  Brittany.  Lenin holed up 
here for two months in 1902.  His summer holiday, after three 
years’ forced labour in Siberia.

Beached  dredger
its crooked red arm

at rest
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The Skinner Street Salon

A winding street near the harbour, its broken gutters splash 
water on the passers by.  In the damp westerlies the door sticks.
Push hard. The old shop bell gives a cheerful tinkle.  Scents and 
lotions waft on the warm air. 

“Bore da, cariad ! Nadolig llawen !

It is Buddug,  with her bouffant display of henna’d hair. Like 
everyone else here she is a woman of strongly voiced opinions.

Gossip of scissors
the combs parting
sheep from goats

As I settle myself on the end of the bench Modlen appears from 
behind a mysterious curtained recess like some houri, bearing a 
tiny tin tray.

Shortest day balancing
 a  sherry

on a  cinnamon cake

Buddug and Modlen combine repartee, mime and therapy –and  
you get a haircut. A racy mix of Wenglish and kitchen Welsh 
crackles round the little salon. Under the dryers ancient ladies 
sip tea. They are the kind you see on Sunday mornings, in their 
court shoes, clutching their prayer books as they hasten to 
chapel, all twt a thaclws..  Yet the bawdy banter here would make
a strong man blush. The few men who do venture into this lair 
exchange their knowing nods and winks.
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Modlen beckons me to her chair and swathes me in the National 
Flag . Some skilful flirting goes with the haircut. “Now how would
you like it this time, dahlin’,  with that designer stubble of 
yours ?”

Recalling the beards
she has  known
 her fingers 

I tell them about how my old professor of ethnology would spend 
his summers in Fenland barbers’ shops. Measuring the customers’ 
heads, he was. To see if there were any Cymry Cymraeg heads 
still there after all that time.

 Buddug responds with a play on my name – Ken, the Gaelic for a 
head, and hence Cen in the Welsh form.  Not for the first time, 
they get into phrenology. Modlen feels my shorn cranium and 
speculates as to which bumps where might give some clue to the 
size and potency of the natural member. 

Plaster head of painted numbers.
Its face

gives nothing away

I entice them away with a titbit about the bend sinister in my 
Anglesey pedigree.

Modlen whisks away the flag and holds up the mirror for my 
approval.  From Budddug a farewell Christmas kiss – full on the 
lips. “And another on St David’s day. Twice a year is enough for a 
married man, cariad !”.
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Worn linoleum
she sweeps away my hair

across the cracks and continents

Bore da, cariad ! Nadolig llawen ! --  Good morning, darling ! Merry
Christmas !
Buddug – Boadicia (still in use)
Modlen – Magdalene
Twt a thaclws --  Neat and tidy; prim and proper
Cymry Cymraeg – pure Welsh
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Travellers

Only half an hour to the frontier. Small towns fly past, held for 
seconds then gone forever. Empty platforms brightly lit, the 
name boards plastered with snow.

Our compartment is yanked open. Cold and menace flood in.  Black
leather greatcoats, with snow on the shoulder straps. And our 
eyes drawn to the pistol holsters. Their faces are impassive; 
emotionally correct  beneath their peaked caps. Finally they 
salute, and wish us bon voyage. The train clanks across the high 
girder bridge. A different flag, a different sense of humour, and
a different kind of toilet paper. The officials here are raffish 
and dangerously unpredictable. They squint at my unfamiliar 
passport, and, worse still, they squint at me. I hold my breath.

Frontier Guard
the merciful click

of his self-inking stamp

General relief; the journey now begins in earnest.

Time out of life. We have each paid to spend seven hours (and 
600 kilometres) in the company of strangers. I take stock of my 
fellow travellers.

Cradling his arms
he stares intently
at the speeding darkness
                                                          Settling her stuffed gorilla
                                                           she teeters
                                                           on the edge
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Rocked and soothed by the clickety-click we each kill our time in 
our own way. Whether in the pools of subdued light or the 
patches of darkness, we manage to be somewhere else, in 
dreams, novels, reverie.

Outside the compartment, tobacco, spirits and scent, the 
delicate blend varies, with a whiff of urine at the end of each 
corridor. The coaches are joined by those concertina leather 
walk-throughs, with their shifting foot plates. A howling moment 
of exhilaration between each coach.

At the end of the last corridor I find a sign.

A large I
hangs in the air

awaiting the question

The card is suspended next to a compartment in which The 
Controller is snoring away.  A wise old man carrying a fat book 
under his arm. His loose-leaf timetables for half of Europe 
contain several lifetimes’ imaginative travel. What might a 
voyager discover, without even having to leave home ?

Now the train slows and squeals to a halt. Ignoring the warning in
four languages I open the corridor window. Faint smell of snow 
and diesel.  To left and right, the steel carriages lie curved along 
an embankment, shining in the moonlight. The orange locomotive 
is muttering something quietly to itself. A white world of birch 
woods and little fields. 

In the soft light somebody has sidled up. A woman with greying 
hair and a well-lived, intelligent face. She produces a little tin 
box, taps it with a varnished finger nail, and takes out two of 
those brown, loosely packed cigarettes they have here. She 
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smells faintly of nicotine and musk. We stare out together, and 
then, silently, she smiles and sights her eye along a slender 
yellow-stained finger:

Alone 
in his frosty field
the white stallion

She and I have no common language to bring us together other 
than this  moment – the moon, the horse, and a tinkling stream 
below. She kisses her hand, rests it briefly on my lapel, and slips 
away.

In the stream
the fallen moon

broken shards of light

Next morning, in the bustle of the terminus, I catch a glimpse of 
her again. And of the handcuffs, as she is led away.
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Consuming Light

In the old madhouse
the softness

of Van Gogh’s bed

Confined here at his own request, after he had threatened his 
friend Gauguin with a razor. “The gardens provide me with plenty 
of subject matter”, he wrote to his beloved brother Theo.  
“However the landscape of Saint-Rémy is very attractive and I 
expect I shall gradually become acquainted with it.”

I look out through the barred window. Yes, I know that view, of 
burning olive trees spiralling against a livid sky. And here, too, in 
his room…

Saturated yellow
the straw bottomed chair

consuming the light

Another of the painter’s letters to Theo comes to mind. “The 
vineyards I have just painted are green, crimson, yellow, with 
violet bunches of grapes … what a symphony of precious colours !”

A whole bewitching afternoon to inhabit with all my senses 
paintings now so familiar we no longer see them.

On calendars and cards
the same dark cypresses

their acrid scent
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In the end the sheer intensity of Van Gogh’s reality became more
than he could bear.  It is now a hundred and fifteen years since 
he took his life. 
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All Change !

Come with me through the bulrushes, the secret path to the 
world’s end, to Dovey Junction. 

Information board
its blankness rain proofed

by transparent plastic

One line stretches to the Western Sea and the Isles of the 
Blessed; another north across a creaking trestle bridge to far-
off Pwllheli and Butlin’s Holiday Camp; the third line shrugs off 
eastwards to Machynlleth, London, Paris and Brussels. I’ve never 
known anyone turn up and get on. And passengers are strictly 
warned not to get off. Unwary souls are said to haunt the 
junction, lured by the seven bright lights. To stand on the little 
triangular platform on a stormy night and to see the red tail light
of the last train grow smaller and smaller – the horror ! the 
horror !

Marshes and mudflats stretch away on all sides towards the 
wooded hills of three counties. Idling on a cast iron seat provided
by the Great Western Railway Company, I reflect on the 
insubstantiality of all compounded things. A dog howls in 
Meirionydd; a cock crows in Ceredigion; a chainsaw growls in 
Powys.

Clamped to their sleepers
the bright silence
of the waiting rails
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Posts

This is not about gate-posts, boundary posts and other posts 
that have something obvious to do.

Taut barbed wire
smooth new fence posts

each held upright in its place

No, this is about posts that have now become free to be just 
themselves.

Ancient fence
 each rotting post
 leaning as it will

Particularly in wild places they are welcome companions. Well-
weathered, they have been left alone long enough to have 
developed a bit of character. When plodding across the moor, 
one can see one of these fellows approaching from quite a 
distance. There’s time to savour the encounter. Some sport wisps
of wool blowing in the wind, and others are clad in mosses and 
lichens.  It is an honour to salute such a venerable but well set-up
post.

Against the sky
a slotted post

its bright blue eye

But beware of clapping one of these ancient too heartily upon the
back. Many have been retired longer than their useful 
employment. And they rot from the bottom upwards.
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Then there are the old salts you meet on the sea shore. Some 
just manage still to keep their heads above the sand, each 
standing in a little pool which carries its reflection. Others have 
grown top-heavy.

Blockheaded posts
their thin shins

gnawed by the tides

I’ll even go out of my way to see how some lonely old post is 
getting on. Nothing anthropomorphic about all this – the whole 
point about posts is that they’re only posts.  What is it that they
have to say ?  “Deaf as a post” if you ask them. But if you are 
quiet and let them take you by surprise, in the simple post-ness 
of a post there is everything you need.

The Way marked out
with ancient cairns

of horse shit
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Wood People

Ken Jones

Rotting on its hinges
the woodland gate

flung open

She’d saw off a promising arm or leg from some harmless tree, 
and then drill and nail together a person. Soon the wood was alive
with their gesturing.

Tangled in briars
this silver birch

my lady companion

Hazel had sat her on a plank, leaving a space for me beside her in
case I got lonely. In the winter sunlight we share a plywood 
sandwich. The view from the edge of the wood is unsettling. 
Hundreds of skinny sitka spruce were massacred there last year.

Over the years Hazel’s creations have begun to merge back into 
the woodland. Some have lost their limbs and been pock-marked 
by woodpeckers.  Beetles devour the rotting corpses of others. 
Deeper into the tanglewood, the people grow more sinister. They 
come at you without warning. A weary woman leans against a tree,
holding the hand of a headless child.  A tall leering fellow, with 
the remains of a jaunty hat, elbows me off the path.  Crowned 
with ivy, stripped of bark, a centaur prances by. 

In an overgrown clearing two huge figures confront one another.
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Beech smooth goddess                                               
with her copper hair                                                  
and creepers up her thighs                                        

                                                                  Hornbeam god
                                                                  his weathered erection
                                                                  held by a rusty nail

Wander about for too long and the trees become people and the 
people, trees. The dead winter wood comes to life. And sooner 
still, if chewing on “fairy nipples”, a handful of magic mushrooms.

At the top of the wood, in grey tweeds, is a stand of venerable 
wind-tossed larches.  Proud trees these, fit for tall masts and 
stout axe handles.  These alone she left.

Slow sculpted  branches
down the years

of shifting winds
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People and Places Haiku

“Year Planner”
shaping a life

in crabbed greenscript

Small noise in the empty house
something shifting

to how it needs to be

Nightfall
the brightly lit interiors
of other people’s lives
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Window bays
the backs of dressing table mirrors

turned blankly to the world

Well thumbed public map
“You are Here”
no longer there

Condemned lambs
a bold one

holds my eye
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Living its life
the shadow

of the man he was

Bière blonde
on high bar stools

we smoking, joking men

Dreaming 
her unlived life

the rumpled sheets
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Drunk on God
their dry stone walls
climbing to the sky

Pilgrim path
a skyline Calvary

three broken television masts

Long illness
her parked car

its tyres slowly sinking
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3  Grandeur, Folly and Fun
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A Dried Deer Skin

“Go there and see for yourself”, says Mrs Huws as we stand in 
her farmyard at Rhos-y-Garreg. “Where else but there could the
Prince and his boys have camped before the battle?” Siambr 
Trawsfynydd – The Chamber Across the Mountain – a fold in the 
hills faithfully recorded by the Ordnance Survey.

 From Owain Glyndwr’s website to the site of his first great 
victory. I reverse the red estate out from under his royal 
standard, hanging from a rafter in our barn.

draped with the dusty cobwebs
of shrivelled spiders

crimson lions on a field  of gold

   The dense thickets of ash, birch and dwarf oak, long the haunt 
of patriots, poets and other outlaws, are now a lonely upland of 
tussock and sitka spruce. But the steep hills remain, with their 
bogs and crags, the clear streams and the thin rain. There is still
no habitation or road for miles, and to meet a stranger is cause 
for conversation. “No one who knows this place well will deny that
certain things are possible here and nowhere else”, observes a 
sober Victorian gazetteer. Here past and present slide easily 
over one another. Did not Iorwerth Jones of Aberhosen witness 
the battle, and celebrate it in the 160 lines of poetry that won 
him the bardic chair at the Powys Eisteddfod in 1977? 
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 And so, on this misty evening, see, there is the Prince himself, 
tall in his leathers, strolling and conferring with a younger man in 
clerical garb – surely his secretary, Rhisiart? 

Attention caught
by their antique cut

the clothes of ghosts
                       
They take no notice of me.

     Hyddgen it is called – a level ground in the folds of the hills 
like a “deer skin” stretched out to dry. Owain’s “one hundred and 
twenty reckless men and robbers” lie nearby, concealed in the 
shallow wooded ravines:

Woodsmoke and mist
the cooking fires

of dead men

1401, an hour before dawn, late in the month of  May, fifteen 
hundred men in heavy gear are slogging it up the mountain. Here 
are the Flemish settlers, planted in Pembrokeshire by an English 
king, cursing Owain for his winter raiding. At the head of the 
column are the English men-at arms commanded by John 
Charlton, lord of Powys.  Head down, the veteran recalls the 
centuries of struggle against the Welsh, the steep tangled 
country, the vile weather.

Armour streaked with rust
and at the ford

a shower of arrows
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And now there’s this Glendourdy, shape-shifting wizard and 
conjuror of storms.           

Stealthily Charlton’s men fan out around the rebel camp.

By waters flowing
over blood red lichens
the crouching shadows

The folds in the hills are filled with mist. Stillness before dawn. 
And then, for one of Owain’s sentinels,

In the silence
of an empty land

faint clink
of  iron

Their backs to Llechwedd Diflas –  Hill of Despair – the Welsh 
fight like demons. Thrusting, hacking, – men butcher men. Their 
foemen falter, fall back, turn, and flee. With the rout comes the 
greatest slaughter.

   Today the Nant Goch lies hidden deep in forestry:

Red River --
running headlong

through bleached and broken pines
                                            
    “And thus did Owain win great fame, and a great number of 
youths and fighting men from every part of Wales rose and 
joined him, until he had a great host at his back.”
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The Bridge
6th September 1939

So, they ‘ve invaded us at last!  I was dropped off under a starlit 
sky at the end of a forestry track. Told to get some sleep, and 
next day to keep the concrete bridge down there in the valley 
‘under observation’.

Sleepless
I listen to the river

and burnish the details of my life

Fall asleep at last and wake to find the sun already up. Forest 
breath hangs in the valleys. But there’s already a sweet, sickly 
yellow smell from the gorse bushes that conceal this rifle pit.  It
overlies the more delicate scent of cut birch, from which we 
made the breastwork only a few weeks ago. Time to start my day.

Countless tiny sunlit flying things
each its busyness

Me, I’m a raw poet reservist, with a gun in my wardrobe, half an 
hour’s practice on the range, a greatcoat several times too big, 
and uncomfortable boots. Also, I haven’t had a crap since call-up. 
Doesn’t seem right somehow to kill and be killed when you’re 
constipated.  Good – the coffee’s still hot, but is that my hand 
shaking?  It’s that damned bridge down there, with its solitary 
tree and, yes, a forestry department picnic table.  

I’ll give it till lunchtime, and draft a haibun to keep my mind off 
it.  And then there’s my carbine to play with.  Model  ‘Kbk  wz. 
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1929’. Still a novelty, an unwholesome fascination. But elegant, 
functional. The English aesthete Morris would have approved. 
I’ve bees-waxed the stock, so it smells like an antique. Four 
kilograms weight and over a metre long, it’s better to 
contemplate than lug through the woods .  The double headed 
eagle in bas relief reminds me of serious business. I check the 
five brass cartridges nestled in the magazine. Cock the bolt so 
that the top one slides into the breech. 

Acrid scent of gun metal
lightly oiled

its silken slide and click

About 200 metres to the picnic table. I fold up the back sight 
and adjust and lock the slide. Check the safety catch is on, lay 
the carbine down carefully on the birch logs, and light a small 
cigar. Then I must have fallen into a doze.

A car engine? Can’t be!  Nothing to do with me….  But it is.

Putting on my spectacles
to kill a man

only a gentle squeeze

It’s a kubelwagen, with real people in it, wearing those helmets 
I’ve seen on newsreels. On the door, as a target, is a big black 
maltese cross. The cruel kick; spent cartridge jumping golden in 
the sunlight. Missed! The scout car turns round in a cloud of dust
and screams back over the bridge.  Pang!  The second shot 
couldn’t miss. I wonder if anyone was hurt?  Wipe my hands on 
the grass.
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Ever heard tanks coming at you at full throttle, with the roar of 
their huge engines and clatter of their tracks? There, look !  A 
Pz III coming across the bridge! Just like in the recognition 
manuals. They say you can halt them by putting a row of upside 
down dinner plates across the road. Like land mines. A dinner 
party, with molotov cocktails in old wine bottles to lob into the 
exhausts.

There are three tanks, rattling and roaring behind the trees that
line the river. Sudden terror. These are serious professionals I’m
messing with, brutal with it, speaking a foreign language, and out 
to kill me.  

Remembering to take the thermos, I steal off behind the gorse 
bushes and into the undergrowth, making uphill for the forest 
track. 

A pheasant screams
in its echo

tok-tok of a woodpecker

NOTE:  The above, located in the deceased’s ammunition pouch, 
was found during casualty identification and interment 
procedures.  Archival value?

--------------------------
                                                                                    

Dead shrew
light as a feather

its beady eye
still open
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Vainglory

Café du Chassepot. The patron  hands me his grandfather’s rifle 
as if it were a holy relic. I recall the awe of a Bavarian lieutenant
on cradling a Chassepot for the first time, in August 1870.  “A 
gorgeously worked murder weapon, and what a dainty little 
thing !”  The proud inventor stares down from the wall through 
the clouds of gaulloise  smoke.

Death at a thousand metres
Antoine Chassepot

twirls his waxed moustaches

We toy with the finely milled, linen jacketed cartridges. They 
spill around Zola’s La Débacle which I had put down resoundingly 
on the bar . The carefully researched novel is my companion on 
this pilgrimage to the battlefield of Sedan. Notwithstanding the 
Chassepot, this was a catastrophic defeat for the French,  
leading directly to the two world wars.  In my thick Belgian 
French  I declaim the historic pronouncement of general Auguste
Ducrot, on discovering that the Prussians had encircled the 
fortress town:  “Here we are in a chamber pot, about to be shat 
upon.”

The rain has stopped. For a souvenir of us all I perch my camera 
on La Débacle:, and rush round to get into the photo.

Pre-set shot
my Chassepot grin
a fraction forced

I cross the canal which seals off a long, narrow loop of the 
Meuse. Into these few square miles the Prussians herded some 
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83,000 prisoners –of-war, already crazed with hunger, filthy, and
without any shelter from the autumn rains. Zola’s two soldier 
heroes, Maurice and Jean, act as my guides and companions.  
Wandering through an empty landscape of hillocks, little woods 
and unfenced fields, I find no memorials  and meet no ghosts. 
Only on the printed page does this “Camp of Misery” come alive.

Dispirited, I sit on the river bank beneath an overcast sky.  134 
years ago to the day the river here was swollen with the drifting 
corpses of men and horses, white and bloated. “A shot ripped 
through the profound silence. At once a death rattle, a splash of 
water, and the brief struggle of a body sinking to the bottom. It 
was probably some poor soul who’d got a bullet right through the 
heart as he tried to escape by swimming the Meuse” (p.360). The
first drops of rain fall on my open book, and on the river.

On the smooth surface
each and every
plop and ripple
plop and ripple

On the following day I walk the killing fields north of Sedan.  
Here is a graveyard whose wall was loop holed for musketry in 
1870. It saw action again in 1914-18.  And aged French reservists
crouched here in 1940, to be crushed beneath the tracks of 
general Guderian’s tanks.

Ossuaries display piles of smashed skulls and broken bones.  In 
the countless  military cemeteries I inspect the orderly ranks 
parading this slaughter.

Wandering
through the rows of crosses

soft red molehills
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Sickened, I flee from Sedan’s vast ruined fortress to nearby 
Rheims. Here the cathedral has been blasted and gutted over 
and over again, but always rebuilt. Here men have made hundreds
of stone angels. Many survive. One holds out his hand to me as if 
to offer something. 

In creamy stone
worn down by the years

a faint smile still
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Love and War in the Berry

A broken sundial
in a drift of leaves

Propped on the bolster, I read myself to sleep with Alain-
Fournier’s Le Grand Meaulnes, with its dreamy nostalgia for a 
lost generation. 

Chiming the long night through
 ancient clocks

each keeping its own time

And then I hear their lusty singing, growing nearer.

Auprès de ma blonde
il fait bon, fait bon, fait bon

The marching dead
crunching gravel

under a scudding moon

I tear myself from the bed and fling open the shutters.  A silent 
night, with the empty road stretching away between the two 
lines of poplars.

Pensively stirring my morning bowl of coffee in a room of 
shadows.  Winter light through velvet drapes.  Here in a rundown 
manoir, in the ancient province of Berry, the day hangs heavy in 
the air. On the walls are the ancestors – royalists, clericals, 
pétainistes to a man. The last, a photograph of a colonel of some 
regiment of the line: tight collar, waxed moustache, he gives 
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nothing away. Neither does his widow, my landlady, when she 
comes in to clear away my breakfast things. “Monsieur is not the 
first to sleep in that bed and dream that dream.”

   Bar – Tabac – Alimentation.  That evening I drink with the 
survivors of two wars – mutilés de guerre.  And listen to tales of 
the one before – like the uhlans, the Prussian light cavalry who 
spread terror through the French countryside of 1870.  A fly-
blown Marshal Foch looks down from above the zinc bar, through 
the clouds of tobacco smoke.

The Clack !
on slate

of the winning domino

Glad of the company of “a fellow intellectual” the school teacher 
treats me to an anise and tells me the story. The colonel’s 
regiment was involved in the mutinies in the trenches in 1917. 
Every tenth man was court-martialled and shot.  Again the 
officers blew their whistles.  And their surviving comrades went 
over the top, crying ba ! ba !  like sheep to the slaughter. Three 
quarters of the men of this commune were butchered.  In the 
village square a stony faced Marianne proclaims MORT POUR LA 
PATRIE !.

Pale lichens spread
forgotten names

chiselled in the granite

The colonel was one of those who came back, only to die a broken
man some years later. His wife was rumoured to have had a lover 
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who fell at Verdun – together with some 800,000 other lovers 
there, French and German.

Butting skull to skull
yearling lambs

penned for slaughter

Marianne – female figure representing patriotism
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The Big ‘Ouse

Ramshackle seat
a vista

of fresh molehills

Only the two of them, in touch by mobile phone, live here now to 
keep the rot and rust at bay.

Laid out and classified
 dozens of keys

forever parted from their locks

Stranded and reduced by time to museum, gallery, library and 
surreal home. The “Agent, Clergy, Tenants and Employees” of the
estate still make their florid loyal addresses, framed and 
emblazoned on the walls at every turn.

 County Atlas of Hunts
 morocco bound
but badly foxed

In this Victorian stage-set everything is now twice the size it 
needs to be, reducing us to midgets. It was servant power that 
once filled and animated all this echoing space. Deadening the 
clank of skivvies’  buckets the double green baize doors

Beyond the salons and the tall bedrooms, each with its vast bed, 
its dressing room and gargantuan bathroom, lies the silent 
backstairs world. Here are narrow corridors of faded yellow 
distemper, and work rooms facing north, with their summoning 
bells on coiled springs and their rope hauled feeding lifts and 
hatches. And under the eaves are the rows of attic bedrooms.
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Servant’s  window
a mean view

of six thousand acres

Many years ago I met his late lordship strolling in his woods at 
dusk. A gentle, soft spoken man:  “Can I help you ?”

Woodland silence
a twirling leaf
takes its time
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“Worrying the Carcase of Old Song”

Lying in wait
the morning of a day

waiting to happen

Down a broad, bracken-filled valley the elderly couple make their
way. Immaculate ramblers. He so sure of where he’s going, the 
map case dangling from his neck. She, a little nervous, lags 
behind

Treacherously the red pecked line of the Ordnance Survey Right
of Way snakes off into the bracken. Unaware, they push on 
through a broken gate, DIM SAESON  in a shaky hand.

In the bleached silence
of a dried up stream
bones picked clean

But the track beckons on down, past a shabby little farm, all 
scabby corrugated iron and knots of orange baler twine.

Down there, arms crossed, he is ready for them. What does it is 
that maddening smile of confident, well-intentioned 
reasonableness.

“A very good day to you !”

“You’re trespassing, man !  Go back the way you’ve come !”

“Now then, no need for unpleasantness. We’re on a right 
of way, you know.”  Red faced, he fumbles with his map.
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Knight of the shire
his iron visor
clamped shut

          “Don’t you go telling me about my land. The path’s over there under
the bracken.”  Eyes bulging, he waves his stick

Taut for war
his white knuckles
on the strung bow

“Cau dy geg, Saes !”

Down the raod. “The Old Chapel” now, but “Capel Seion” it was 
when his forefathers had raised the hwyl. And the school is 
somebody’s holiday home. The shop’s been bought by a couple 
from the English Midlands. Nice enough they are, but, well… Tea 
towels and stuffed red dragons. In there, you feel awkward 
speaking your own language.

She plucks at his sleeve, a careworn woman in a print apron.

“Chware teg, Glyn. Digon yw digon.”

“George, please don’t !  That’s enough,” pleads the other.

The two women exchange glances.  George shrugs his shoulders, 
straightens his back, and brushes past. Glyn, hands on hips, “sees
him off”.

Bony rocks
thrust through thin pasture

the valley reappears
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The title is the last line of a poem by R.S. Thomas .”Welsh 
Landscape”.
Dim Saeson; No English.
Cau dy geg, Saes !    Englishman, shut up !
Hwyl;  religious fervour.
Capel Seion;  Zion, the Promised Land.
Chware teg, Glyn. Digon yw digon.  Fair play, Glyn. Enough is 
enough.
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A Wind from the Thames

Poets for Peace
our “p”s and “o”s hollowed out
to let the wind blow through

Every time I edge closer to chat with my fellow banner bearer 
our message above gets convoluted. And so a couple of spare 
poets have been inserted to hyphenate us. We sway to a rumba 
band behind, which is itself  getting entangled  with  
Oxfordshire Pagans against the War. In front we walk in the 
shadow of a huge anonymous banner with spidery black lettering: 
The Sleep of Reason Brings Forth Monsters. 

Dykes against Blair, ranged on top of a bus shelter, give us a 
rousing cheer. And we are joined by an ancient bearing a home-
made placard:  Old European. Another is waving on the end of his 
walking stick a papier-maché head of President Bush. The head 
nods genially to the crowd.

The march winds for several miles. From time to time, and for no 
apparent reason, there passes along it, like a gust of wind 
sweeping through grass, a convulsion of exultant sound, of 
shouts, horns and whistles.

Traffic lights
engulfed in a river of peace

green – amber – red –green –amber …
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Grandeur, Folly and Fun Haiku

Hardware
around the electric rat stunner

a frenzied argument

“Table for one, sir?”
deftly he whisks away

the absence of another

“I had an interesting sex life”
she fingers the stem

of her glass
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On the mechanical digger
in a shaky hand
“SEXY GIRL”

Nouvelle cuisine
the baleful eye

of the trout

By the coffee and mints
we’re down to moles

and their habits
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Wife’s recorded message
he plays and replays

that strange seductive lilt

“Long May They Reign”
in the coronation mug

false teeth

Summer grasses
through cracks in tarmac

planners’ dreams
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Pale light in the chapel field
“good morning”, says Dai

“to gas the moles”

“Next agenda item”
in the evening sky

chimney pots

Another sigh
another left-hand gardening glove

on the pile
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Gutteral Zen chant
in the corner

a grinning cheeseplant

“Sickness, Withering and Death”
at the dinner party
an awkward silence

Lovers’ carved initials
fading slowly

in the living tree
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4  Dreams, Memories & Imagery
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Stone Fairies

There had always been a lot of fairies in Highland Perthshire. 
Even the local minister felt that they served “to suppress the 
impudent and growing Atheisme of this Age.” * Later the glens 
were cleared of people to make way for sheep. No doubt the 
fairies – or most of them – were cleared at the same time.

Here and there only ruckles of stones  mark the shielings where 
the MacGregors of Breadalbane passed the summer, tending 
their beasts on the high  pastures. But there remains one, we are
told, that is still occupied to this day, and by a family with five 
children. 

For three hours we work our way through a wild landscape 
teeming with red deer.

Pale sunshine
winding through the bog

a silver path

Were it not for the white quartz stones that topped it we would 
have missed the wee bothy  altogether. The family are waiting 
outside, enjoying the evening without a care for the clouds of 
biting midges.  The bodach (the old man), the  cailleach  (the  old 
woman) and their five  children. 

Midsummer Eve
she wears gold lichens
in her skirt of stone

Weird in our midge hoods, we sit down with them. The adults are 
some eighteen inches high, and resemble stone dumbbells. 
Centuries ago they were probably rescued from the nearby burn. 
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There they had been shaped by its waters – rolled round and 
round for a thousand years or more. Anciently they were revered
as a talisman, protecting the flocks. Their presence still fills this
desolate spot.

My arm
on  his stone shoulder

cold with the same rain

The stalker, John Cameron, keeps up the old custom. At 
Bealtaine  (May Day), when the flocks were driven up to the high 
glens, he lifts the family out from their little hut of stones and 
sods.  And at Samhain  (Halloween), when  everyone returned 
with their beasts down to the valley grazings, he puts  the stone 
people back inside for the winter, on a freshly cut carpet of 
reeds. Of course, the children never grow up, and the old people 
never grow older – or not so that it matters…

We leave them an apple and some gingerbread, and set off back 
home in the gloaming.

* Rev. Robert Kirk  The Secret Commonwealth of the Fairies  
Aberfoyle, 1691.
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Hôtel de la Villette

Dans un vieux faubourg
Tout chargé d’amour
Auprès de la Villette

So here it is. After a lifetime. In the heat of a Provençal 
afternoon there’s nobody about. I tiptoe through the shuttered 
bar and upstairs – into the Third Republic. It is a warren of a 
place, all dark mahogany and the slow ticking of clocks. Along a 
passageway someone is making up the beds.

Green blind
 from its cord
a wooden tear

A figure out of Toulouse Lautrec. La Belle Epoque – yet older, 
faded. ‘Madame’ ? ‘Mam’selle’ ? She offers me the room.

At dinner I am the only guest.  We gaze – she and I -- as she 
pours my vin de maison

On the landing is a large mezzotint,  La Dernière Cartouche – 
‘The Last Cartridge’. A gallant sergeant of Chasseurs, surrounded
by dead and dying comrades, defies the Boches whose spiked 
helmets can be seen through the broken shutter. Franco-Prussian
War – Siege of Sedan. 

Midnight 
along carpeted walls

I feel my way
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A French bedroom farce. Coming down to breakfast I pause on 
the landing and notice the key rings hanging from each door, in a 
town supposed to be full up for the weekend.  

Stuffed white hare
in its glass eyes

surprise

 

Dans un Vieux Faubourg… A popular song of long ago.
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The Parsley Bed

This is all there is:
the  path dies out
at the parsley bed
              -- Buson

“Here, poet – the commandant says these are for  you !”
 
The door slams, the key is turned, the bolt shot. The sound of 
heavy boots dies away along the stone corridor.  Bars over the 
windows and empty steel shelving. It was probably once a store 
room, with a table and chair.

Swivel chair
swivelling

for swivelling’s sake

It could have been worse.  The officer seemed embarrassed to 
have swept a fellow poet into his net. Sad if it had been someone 
younger.  Here’s an old fellow  guaranteed  a fast and fairly 
painless exit as a minor national hero, instead of being eaten alive
by cancer or some such fate in a very few years’ time.

I arrange the commandant’s gift carefully on the table. Two 
sheets of typing paper and a smooth round pencil.

Shadow
on the  blank sheet

the sharpened pencil

Farewell letter ? Philosophical essay ?  Elegiac poem ?  
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I switch off the light to see the night. A hazy moon hangs in a 
starless, cloudless sky.  My eyes fill with gratitude. Beyond the 
wire, a moonscape of familiar rolling pastures, and the lights of 
our little town.

Cutting the scent
of new mown hay
the chiming clock

An hour before midnight.  Seven  hours to go.  Is this surge of 
panic because there’s so little time left ? Or because there’s too 
much ?

For the last time, the follies, passions, and virtues of a long life 
march past the saluting base. All muffled drums and black 
comedy. 

Day’s end
returning through Chainsaw Wood

with ghosts like me

I settle my body into a comfortable vantage point to watch my 
mind.  Round and round on its little treadmill, until it exhausts 
itself.

-------------------------

Streaks of dawn.  Across the land the faint stirrings of 
creatures. The crunch on gravel of a sentry’s boots.  My heart 
breaks.

Steam whistle
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dying away in early light
releasing a flood of tears

I can face this only as an actor in a theatrical event . La Forza 
del Destino.  Oh, how the old gun-runner’s melodies come choking 
up !   Thank goodness the chorus will be an operatic firing squad, 
and not some bungling hangman.

5.30am. A precautionary pee in the yellow enamel bucket. Soon I 
shall hear the boots outside the door. Thank goodness they 
picked me up in my old field grey mountain jacket, my good 
companion.  Goodbye, with thanks and blessings, to all dear 
friends. Thanks also to my fellow poet and executioner, who I 
beg will forward this to the love of my life.

Madam,
                    I regret to inform you of your husband’s death. He 
was executed as a hostage on the orders of the Military 
Government, and died a brave man. I am glad to be able to send 
you his final testament.
                                                                 

Major XXX
Commandant, 5th Military District

                                          

“The old gun-runner” – reputedly Giuseppe Verdi, supporter of 
the Risorgimento.
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The Knife Grinder

Pot holed track
the last finger post

points here

Down by the gate I recognise the tricycle contraption from his 
previous visit, some four years ago. The same old pig-tailed hippy,
with his faded army surplus fatigues and shamanic 
accoutrements of bead and bone. Last time I’d turned him away.  
Who needs a knife grinder in this outback, where every man and 
woman has their own means of keeping their edges sharp – or dull
– as  needed ? But this time it is different…

Hollow knock –
the rattle of wind chimes

made of bones

I sit him in the kitchen, put on the kettle, and go out to the barn 
to sort out my own blunt edges. Ordinary country talk. Who lives 
where now.  Who’s died; who’s still alive. I eye him carefully, as 
he deftly sprinkles and mixes grass and Gold Flake along the 
edges of a Rizla paper. He pulls heavily on the thin, damp roll-up.  
Sweat and leather, the smell of ancient labour. 

There’s something about him.  I spill tea -- as out of the corner 
of my eye I glimpse a gothic devil’s face. But then, as he pauses 
at the door, an archaic smile.  

Through the window I watch him set up the tricycle in the yard.
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Peddling away
in a  shower of sparks
spittle on the blade

“Lovely scythe you have”, he says.
“No I don’t”. 
“Up in the rafters it was”, says he,  “A keen edge to it again. In 
three or four years  -- it all depends – I’ll be back for you, boyo.”

He turns the corner
but his evening shadow

lingers on the road
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The Lady of the Lake

“All shall be well, and all manner of things shall be well”
                                                -  Lady Julian of Norwich.

The low, tree-fringed island is clamped between an overcast sky 
and the blackness of the lake. I swing the signal board on its 
pivot, to show its white face to the ferry. And wait.

Still tied up
a varnished boat

sunk in clear water

A punt appears from the distant ferry cottage among the reeds. 
They said she was the ferryman’s widow and a witch. A large 
woman, maybe in her sixties. Full breasts hang easily inside a  
long flower print dress. Bare feet and strong calves planted 
firmly on the poling platform. Her face sunburnt and rather 
coarse, with a fine down on her lip.  But those  eyes !

She drives the boat out into the lake. 

Each thrust of her pole
the surge
the ripple

and the gliding silence

“What brings you to my island, then ?”
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Already aghast at her, the patrician voice shakes me. It has the 
deep flavours of a rich old wine. And her isle ?  I stutter. “Now 
you ask, I do not know…”

In reply, she holds the dripping pole aloft.  Then silence. She 
towers in the stern.  I huddle in the bow, my straw boater tipped
over my eyes. And then she begins  to sing a wordless song, a kind
of crooning in time with the long strokes of the pole.  More at 
ease now, I unroll my tobacco pouch and tamp down the Gold 
Flake,

From the cherry wood bowl
across still water

a lingering blue drift

“Two hours ashore”, she says. ”You’ll not need more.”

Little remains of the ancient nunnery apart from a roofless 
chapel-of-ease.

Holy stoup
at a rain drop

the stagnant water trembles

The Foundress was a grand dame who passed her widowed years 
here as prioress. In the long grass I find a granite grave slab 
bearing her effigy.

Deeply incised
and lined with moss
she meets my stare

Her isle ? In evening sunshine I sit, filled with wonder, in the 
ruined cloister. And, out of time, I write these lines.
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Such Stuff as Dreams are Made of

Suddenly
that fold in the hills -

the whole world straightens out

Strangely simple, to find on the map the kilometre square in 
which the dream occurred. “Ruins” in Ordinance Survey gothic. 
No road or track. At least two days’ hard winter trek over the 
mountains. But I know I have to go. 

Trod into the mud
a leather sole – it’s tread
face upwards

                                       Sunlight drifts
                                       across the hills
                                       rolling up
                                           the shadows

                                                                     A ruin tops the pass
                                                                      pale among ghosts
                                                                      I start a hare
                                                                       
                                       
                                        Heart sinks 
                                        vast bog of rushes
                                        yellow in the rising moon

Moon shadows
of ancient stones
mark the vanished track
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Descending now to frozen pastures, hollow to my stick.  In soft 
moonlight a  Palladian shooting lodge appears, with a Moorish 
gralloching shed. I make my way towards the lighted porch.  A 
tall, spare figure in tweeds holds out his hand.

“You’ve been a long time coming !”
“How long have you been waiting, then ?”
“Seventy-four years…”

Stuck in the frozen earth 
worn spade and fork

lean this way and that

A convivial evening.  It turns out we have identical tastes in 
writers, composers, painters, philosophers – and women. We get 
to reminiscing.  Above the fireplace-

     Woodland in oils
 solitary figure

lost in a gilt frame

“D’you remember that life”, he exclaims, “when we were a copyist
in the cloister, bored and composing haiku in the margins of 
manuscripts ? A soft Order, probably early Renaissance. And 
remember the obliging washerwoman? I found out where the 
monastery was, too !”  He pulls out an ancient Baedeker from the 
bookcase and flips through the bible paper pages to a street plan
of Padua. 

As the evening grows late he becomes more of a grave mentor, 
like my old college tutor – though I am as old as he.  “So, a late 
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developer, but it hasn’t turned out at all badly, has it? Follies, 
you say ? Then honour them, even if you don’t condone them.”

His voice is the most striking thing about him. The quiet strength
and assurance.  We raise our glasses to the future. Identical 
knotted veins stand out and the same twisted arthritic thumb. 

On the slate floor
misshapen slippers

keeping one another company

I rise late. There is a roaring fire in the breakfast room, and 
porridge on the stove. An ancient pendulum clock just makes it 
each time from tick to tock. No sign of my host, but a note in an 
elegant hand:

           Sorry for my early departure. But now I also have a long 
journey to  make.  For yours, here is a sketch map and 
compass bearings. Fare thee well, brother !  Until the 
next time round . Do you remember  old Basho, for whom 
“Days and months are travellers of eternity. So are the 
passing years” ?

 
On the plain

a gateless pair of posts
their lengthening shadows

Gralloching:  Butchering deer in the Scottish Highlands.
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Dreams, Memories and Imagery Haiku

Beneath the skylight
two threadbare towels

hang neatly from their rack

In the old summer house
his brass compass

 her straw hat

                                                                     

Low tide
tilted buoys

languid in the mud
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Windless day
the lazy waves

drawn by an invisible moon

Roar of the returning tide
spilling gently

through the ribs of sand

High tide and a full moon
all along the dunes

the driftwood fires die down
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Round sandstone font
holy water

in its bowl of lead

A gentle wind
inside the steady bell

the clapper stirs

Heavy evening
from post to post

the sag of rusty wire
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Flooded stubble
bristling

in cold light

The moon all night
searching the rooms

and staining the clouds at dawn

Ice sparkles in the ruts
beneath a sickle moon
the wild moor dreams
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The hour before dawn
patter of dark rain

life narrows

A snail
in the stone lion’s jaw

endless rain

Ringing 
silence

the clapperless wake-up bell
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5  The Grave and Constant
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Putting Legs on a Snake

Hazy moon
the rusty weathervane

clanks and groans

A brief, broken sleep, spilling vivid dreams, and leaving a metallic 
taste beneath the tongue. The hour before dawn, lit by one large 
candle. One by one the black robed figures file in. They bow to a 
hall of shadows. They bow to their meditation cushions. They bow
to one another. Their bows knit darkness and light. Clack ! Clack 
!  --  wooden clappers hasten the stragglers.  On the walls we 
face our tall  unsteady shadows.

Silence settles, and then a rustle at the door.  The Master pads 
in; does his rounds . A board creaks as his heavy shadow passes 
by.  Palms joined, our chant growls deep in the belly :

All evil karma ever committed by me
On account of my beginningless greed, anger and ignorance

Born of my body, mouth and thought
Now I atone for it all

The last line dies away mournfully. Minds turn inwards: the 
contemplation of Mind. Legs locked, I sit rooted on my cushion.  
At first, old films in the skull cinema  -- the usual serials, docu-
soaps, and trailers.  Boring. The reel slows, the pictures fade…  

Faint streaks of dawn across the sky.  Pale light begins to fill the
hall. Far away some small bird repeats its creaky one-note call.
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Window pane
a bluebottle crawls unsteadily

towards the morning star

A choreographed breakfast. Three nested oryoki  bowls, chop 
sticks, a spoon, a scraper, various cloths are manipulated to the 
sound of chants, bells and clappers, accompanied by tea and 
porridge.  At first, tiresomely complicated; once mastered, 
elegant simplicity.  Strong green tea, steaming shadows on the 
polished floor.

The servers alone can indulge in a little exhibitionism. Brenda, 
from Liverpool, comes flouncing in, her sash tied up behind in a 
great bow.  Sure footed beneath the hem of her robe, she bears 
aloft a porringer, the head of John the Baptist. For me, her 
fellow Scowse, a coquettish bow, a sly wink.

Prancing dakini
a string of grinning skulls
preserves her modesty

Samu – work period. Round the back, in thin rain, I scrape away 
at a wall that has already been scraped. Mindfully. Ignoring the 
rule of silence my fellow scraper introduces herself as the editor
of an Australian fashion magazine. Inhaling deeply, we share a 
limp roll up and chat about Enlightenment.

The Zen day gets seriously under way. The liturgy: bare feet on 
black mats.

That bald old monk
the way he offers incense

all there is to know 
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I know that man. Young German communist, tortured by the 
Gestapo. For us Buddhist Bolsheviks, old soldiers of past lives, 
the road is long, the gratitude is deep.

Soapstone Buddha
an archaic smile

 last of the incense 

Afterwards the Master delivers his morning teisho.  My German 
friend and I sit flanking him like impassive China dogs. “To light 
your lamp in broad daylight and go rummaging around for what 
stands right before you is black comedy indeed !” Some of us knit
our brows; others try to look Enlightened. Comedians with sore 
legs, sitting eight hours a day, locked in one kind of lotus or 
another. Only the Liverpool woman voices disagreement. She’s 
fond of him.

A long sit.
In the corridor

worn shoes lined up
each pair itself

The jikijitsu  prowls down the seated ranks. First the raised 
shadow of his  “wake up stick” , then his pink feet. From time to 
time he stops to straighten backs, adjust hands.  “Don’t sniff !”, 
he roars, “Just dribble !”  “WAKE UP !”  Thwack ! Thwack !  Then
we hear the stick being placed back in front of the Buddha  and a
heavy body easing itself onto its cushion. We enjoy a bit the 
peace.  A fly alights; tiptoes round my skull; is gone.

At the end of the lane
that goes nowhere
dappled sunlight
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“Dokusan !  Interviews ! Move !”  I am trampled in the youthful 
rush. Out in the corridor the interview line strains and sweats 
out the meaning of life. Inside the Master’s room, incense and 
aftershave.  Nothing to lose, I grow frisky and  congratulate him 
on this seven day production of the Theatre of the Absurd. Each 
day waiting for Godot. He comes clean. “An idiot captain of a ship
of fools”.

Wandering about; kicking stones; seeking Enlightenment still.

Torchlight --
in the White Rabbit’s burrow

a stately mushroom

Hazy moon: symbolizes enlightenment.
Morning star: signalled the Buddha’s great awakening.
Scowse: from Liverpool.
Dakini:  a Tantric goddess.
One kind of lotus or another:  meditation posture; most can 
manage “a quarter lotus”. 
Jikijitsu:  disciplinarian in the Rinzai Zen tradition.
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Trekking Poles

A dream, a lightning flash, or cloud
So should we view this world

                              -- The Buddha

Mountain tent
cold and sleepless

I unpick the years of my life

To a tattoo of hailstones  I unzip this, my twenty-seven 
thousandth mortal day. In the dawn light a damp, gleaming still 
life of odds and ends lies heaped in the bell end of the tent. A 
solitary stonechat sings a little song.  Yet all this began in 
sunshine…

Climbing the mountain for the umpteenth time
striding shadows

of my trekking poles

But then holed up by unseasonable weather.  At freezing point 
the little stove struggles to boil water for my coffee. I wrap my 
hand round the cold gas cylinder, and it hisses louder.

Crawling arthritically out of the tent, I remember to turn sharp 
left above the hundred foot drop that is just outside. I have 
abandoned the neighbouring damp cave of saints, poets and 
warriors. It serves now only as an oratory, a flickering bright 
refuge in a howling wilderness, where I chant the morning and 
evening office. The cast iron Buddha has his hand raised in  
benediction, until he too will rust away. Sometimes there is a 
little company to be had here…
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In candlelight
a scuttling beetle

her shiny back

At dawn and dusk I climb up above the cave onto the flat slate 
top of Stallion’s Crag. From here Owain Glyndwr evaded his 
English pursuers and leapt from history into myth.

A hero’s war horse
 hoof prints set in stone
my walking meditation

Twenty-one brisk circumambulations around the edge. Down 
through craggy pinnacles, in mist and thin rain, stretches the 
great trackless valley where no one comes.  

Today I must leave, struggling against the wind across the ridge 
and down the spur to the road-head an hour and a half away. Back
through the magic door. On which side lies the dream ?

Everything  moves  on --
the drifting shadows

of clouds
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The Question

Skyline far off
the fretted gate

always there

As in some obsessive love affair, I am drawn back again and 
again. This lonely strip of water, now black, now silver, now 
prussian blue.  Here I sit and pace the shoreline, night and day.

Sixteen hundred feet up. Lost on a moor of heather covered 
knolls, of textured browns and greens and yellows, sour bogs and 
black peat hags.  My little world apart -- this solitude of ruffled 
water, circumnavigated in all of half an hour.  The way round the 
lake is barred at one end by a livid green tongue thrust out 
through the tawny moorland.  Across it, humping and squelching, 
I lay a trail of stepping stones

My weight on a stone
the whole bog

shudders and quakes

I have grown fond of these bogs. They have attitude.

Each little tussock
celebrating tussockness

 its own way

The stony shoreline is bright with lichens. At one end rises a 
miniature cliff, sheltering a pine – the only tree for miles. The 
lake is fed by a stream, falling into an elegant bathing pool 
before finally tumbling into the lake. Nearby is a rough stone 
shelter, piled up a hundred years ago or more by some other 
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lover of the lake. It has been cunningly curved against the 
sneaking winds.

In the stone shell of a snail
curled up cosy

on my bilberry bed

Tŷ Malwoden – the Snail House. Out on the point I have raised a 
cairn. Its white quartz cap catches the first and the last sun of 
each day – however rarely offered. From beneath an angler’s 
umbrella I flick the question back and forth across my mind, with
never a bite.  Deftly shied, my slates skip and skim, but never 
reach the other shore.

This afternoon I take my wanting mind and needy heart for a 
stroll around our world.  A pale shadow turns up to complete the 
party. A Greek chorus of wild-fowl chortle and chuckle in the 
reeds. And the wind blows as usual.

Clattering over
shards of slate

to make my presence felt

However,  by the time we have returned to where we began all of
us feel the better for it.  The heart has eased, the mind stopped
fidgeting, the shadow  a richer black. Also, there is the 
discovery, in different places, of three magic boulders. Once 
settled on them, all agitation dies away, and there is only the 
sweet song of the wind and the waves. Each I mark with a quartz 
stone.

And by night time the wind has fallen. The question is forgotten.
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A crescent moon
comes floating

on a raft of stars

The morning after…

On a boulder, where the stream flows into the lake.  Between the
babble of the brook and the lapping of the waves –

A skeleton
breathing air

and pumping blood
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Bread of Heaven

A shave a day
a haircut once a month

how ridiculous
this life

The oak has toppled headlong down the hillside, its branches 
stabbing and tearing up the earth, its limbs twisted and broken.  
It has smashed the old sheep fence, repaired over and over again
with generations of rusty wire and baler twine. A freak gust, late
on New Year’s Eve.

From its rings I would guess we were the same age. But the oak 
is not faced with yet another diary. 

“The Year at a  Glance”
its blank whiteness

ruled up already

The returning sun at first strikes only the top bar of the gate 
into the wood.  No sooner seen from the study window than I am 
out tinkering with my beloved chainsaw. Then up and out of the 
valley shadow and blinking into the sunlit clearing.

In a blue sky
the bare twigs

of a fragile dream

Below, through the pasture of the Chapel Field, soft black 
molehills lift the heart. After the usual stuttering, coughing and 
complaining, the aged Austrian saw bursts into full-throttled 
roar.  Through moss, bark and rot, its teeth slice into the smooth
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white heartwood, spraying me with aromatic shavings.  But lying 
in wait is the pent-up energy of twisted boughs. One false move 
and the trap sprung, the chain stripped, and my own life bleeding.
At last, the trunk dismembered, the great stump suddenly keels 
back upright with a groan, to sit with dignity in the empty 
clearing. 

At dusk I stop the saw, sliding it into its yellow scabbard. Time 
now to stack the timber, breathing in the strange sweet smell of 
oak. Where the crown had fallen is now a crescent of brushwood. 
Sawdust and frost glitter in the moonlight.

Sickle  moon
sharp in the frosty sky
the scream of a hare

I settle myself on the stump and sing old hymns.

When I tread the verge of Jordan
Bid my anxious fears subside

Death of death and hell’s destruction
Land me safe on Canaan’s side

Now the crumbling stone walls, in their mossy coats, come 
creeping down through the trees. Heavy laden with chainsaw, 
crowbar and tackle, heart at ease I pick my way down the hill.

Moon shadow
faint drifts of leaves

to mark the way
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Going Nowhere

How lonely !
Cultivating stone leeks
in this world of dreams

                                                  --  Nagata Koi

For me two stone leeks on this freezing New Year’s morning.  
First, the letter from Jack. It wasn’t lumbago after all.  The 
cancer has spread from the prostate and is now eating away his 
bones.  And it has finished with our mutual friend Gerald, who 
passed away unpeacefully a few days ago. The second letter, 
from Australia, is his. 

His final letter
that argumentative scrawl
to which there’s no reply

A heavy overnight fall. Outside a world of whites and greys so 
still that I go out to touch it.  In two elegant white curves my 
telephone line and my electricity sag high across the yard. The 
third musketeer, I unzip my flies and expertly flip the catheter 
tap. 

Blood red urine
tracing in snow

the circle of infinity

I crunch across to the road gate.  Through the shed window I 
catch a reassuring glimpse of the Apparatus  which Jez and I 
assembled last week. All jubilee clips and small brass screws, 
built to last. He asked if he could have it after I’d finished with  
it. Code name GEM – Graceful Exit Machine, and deceptively 
simple.  1- Put on Bach CD; 2- Settle into familiar armchair; 3- 
Don transparent plastic helmet; 4- Fix gaze on distant skyline of 
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larches; 5- Twist the valve anti-clockwise. Arrival at 
Dontknowwhere guaranteed in 15 seconds. More heroic than 
being a morphine doped antelope  eaten alive, hindquarters first, 
by that hungry lion. And yet… And yet…

 Then my eye catches something beneath the window. 

Frozen to death
bright eyes wide open

the Tragedy
of a Mouse

I set off up the track. Only a fox has been before me, smudging 
the deep snow with its brush. Summer motorists who get as far 
as the cottage ask where the track goes ? Some get quite 
annoyed when I insist that it goes Nowhere. For a man in an 
armour-plated four-wheel drive there’s always Somewhere. In 
fact it ends at the only completely empty kilometre square on the
Ordnance Survey map. This morning the featureless plateau is 
just a blank white sheet, bearing only the faint prints of birds. I 
am disappointed. On a morning like this surely there should be a 
message  pinned to the notice board ?  Then it struck me: I am 
the message !  I chortle aloud; a passing raven chortles back. 

Easier going home, and not only because it’s downhill. A little 
black thing darts among the branches of the old damson tree. 
Whistling and piping, rich and sweet.

Weeping
for the blackbird
singing his love
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Back home I wake up the stove and cut a slice of turkey pie. It 
sits there on its willow pattern plate.  There’s something 
reassuring about the sheer suchness of a slice of turkey pie.  
Especially with home-made cranberry sauce, so I can even 
manage a couple of stone leeks with it.

It nerves me once again to update my life.

Correction fluid
across my dead friend’s address

a white blanket

The translation of Nagata Koi’s haiku is by James Kirkup and 
Makoto Tamaki
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Grave and Constant Haiku

Day after day
the open gate

the empty moor

Wind howls
fire blazes back

in this house of stone

First pale light
the ivory Buddha
has come through
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This fine evening
stacking firewood

how simple death seems

Cat flap silent now
I lift it

for a pale moth

Some day
on the french window

the quiet knock of a saint
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Gathering the table talk
around my silence

Zen –
in the raked gravel

a paw mark

Tap on the tyre
sound of a small life

gone
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Under a mackerel sky
the running tide
of my ebbing life

The Minute Silence
bird song

and some deeper grief

Bronze Age standing stone
its black shadow
sweeps  up time
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Dogen’s Pond

High in the mountains is an old  pond
shallow or deep

no one has seen to the bottom
                                                               - Zen koan

Accidental island
three stones

standing as they do

Casting its shadow
each stippled reed

half its length

Darting pond skaters
scratching the surface

they leave no trace

Eihei Dogen: a famous thirteenth century philosopher-monk and 
one of the greatest of the Japanese Zen Masters.
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